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Autoionizing Rydberg states of NO in strong electric fields
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We report on an investigation on autoionization of Rydberg electrons of the nitric oxide molecule
in strong, static electric fields. The excitation was done via various rotational states of theA 2S1

intermediate state (v850) and with polarization parallel or perpendicular to the electric field. The
splitting of the autoionizing Rydberg states into overlapping Stark manifolds is resolved for
excitation above the saddlepoint created by the field. We observe that the competing decay between
photoionization and predissociation can lead to an incorrect interpretation of threshold energy. The
photoionization spectrum of NO Rydberg series attached to various rotational thresholds is very
similar owing to weak rotational coupling. The experimental results are accurately simulated by
quantum calculations based on multichannel quantum defect theory~MQDT!. A more intuitive
formulation of the average behavior of the photoionization cross section is developed that accounts
for the suppression of ionization near the threshold due to competing predissociating channels.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!01128-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

An optical pulse can pump the outer electron of an at
or molecule toward quantized, highly excited states,
called Rydberg states, with energies described by the R
berg formulaE5IP21/2(n2m)2 ~in atomic units!, where IP
is the ionization potential,n is the principle quantum numbe
ranging from one to infinity, andm is the quantum defect.1

The classical outer turning point of the electron orbit of su
a Rydberg state is rather large~for instance 660 Å forn
525,l 50; 800 times the internuclear distance of the
atomic molecule NO!, and the time it takes to complete th
orbit is relatively long~2.4 ps forn525; the same time scal
as the lowest rotations of the NO core!. Upon applying a
static electric field to the system, the Rydberg levels exp
ence a Stark splitting and the angular momentum of the
biting electron is no longer conserved. Hence, in addition
the oscillation along the radial coordinate, there is also
oscillation in the angular momentum of the electron betwe
l 50 up tol 5n21 and back. Forn525 with a field strength
of 1 kV/cm, the angular momentum period is 10.4 ps. In t
case, the electron makes about four radial oscillations du
one complete angular oscillation.

A simultaneous effect of the electric field is a suppre
sion, in the direction of the field, of the Coulomb potent
experienced by the outer electron. In this direction the e
tron can escape over the created saddlepoint with a lo
energy than in zero-field. In fact, at a field strength of
kV/cm the potential is suppressed so much that then525
2550021-9606/99/111(6)/2556/9/$15.00
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Rydberg level, in zero-field bound by 176 cm21, can classi-
cally escape over the saddlepoint~field-induced autoioniza-
tion!. For the NO molecule the time scale on which th
electron emission process takes place is on the same ord
fragmentation of the core~predissociation!. Each time an
electron returns to the ionic core there is a probability tha
scatters and autoionizes and there is a probability that
energy of the electron is transferred back to the core, lead
to fragmentation into a neutral nitrogen and oxide atom.

In addition to autoionization and predissociation, co
pling of the electron to the molecular core can lead to
exchange of core rotational or vibrational energy to the el
tron. We refer to the case that the Rydberg electron ga
rotational or vibrational energy sufficient to escape the io
core as rotational or vibrational autoionization, respective

In order to unravel the influence of the various dec
mechanisms of Rydberg electrons in a static electric field,
monitor the photoionization of NO at various field strength
Nitric oxide has been selected as an example to study th
dynamics, since the molecule has a convenient and es
lished laser excitation scheme. The excitation pathway
schematically depicted in Fig. 1. The molecule is excit
from the2P ground state via a selected rotational state of
A 2S1 intermediate state (v850) to the Rydberg series. A
static electric field is present that lowers the potential ene
of the Rydberg electron in the direction of the field. Th
photoionization yield is monitored as a function of excitati
frequency of the second laser step.
6 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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II. THEORY

In this section we will describe the full MQDT calcula
tions that give excellent agreement with the observed sp
tra. However, we will begin with the physical mechanism
starting from a hydrogen atom in a static electric field.

A. Influence of a static electric field

A static electric field has various effects on a molecu
As mentioned already, it creates a suppression of the C
lomb potential of the molecular core in the direction of t
field. The potential energy of the Rydberg electron, when
from the core, can be described as the sum of the Coulo
potential and the potential created by the field strengthF
pointing in the directionz,

E5
21

ur u
2Fz. ~1!

The Coulomb potential is raised on one side and lowered
the other by the electric field. The energy of the local ma
mum on the lowered side~the saddlepoint! as a function of
field strengthF is then

E52aAF, ~2!

with a52 in atomic units, ora56.12 cm21 if the field is
given in V/cm.

In a typical photoionization measurement the photoel
tron yield is detected as a function of excitation energy. O
would expect a signal with a stepfunction-like appearan
no signal below the saddlepoint and electron autoioniza
yield from the quantized states above the saddlepoint.
threshold can, in a series of such measurements, be tra
as a function of field strength yielding the experimental va
of a.

Another effect of a static electric fieldF is that it breaks
the conservation of angular momentum of the Rydberg e
tron or, equivalently, then-fold degeneracy of a Rydber
staten is lifted and splits into a Stark manifold ofn separate
k-states. The energy of the Rydberg Stark states to low
order in the field strengthF is

FIG. 1. Schematic excitation scheme of nitric oxide in a static electric fi
The molecule is excited with 1118 REMPI from the2P ground state via
the A 2S1 intermediate state to the Rydberg series. The static electric
lowers the potential energy of the Rydberg electron on one side.
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2
Fnk, ~3!

where the quantum numberk runs from (n21,n23...2n
11) for the azimuthal angular momentumm50. The states
that increase in energy compared to the zero-field va
~positivek! are called blue states; those that decrease in
ergy ~negativek! are called red states. Note that above t
saddlepoint energy the manifolds of adjacentn always over-
lap because the spread in energy of the manifolds is so la

So far these considerations are general for atoms
molecules. Molecules have internal degrees of freedom,
each of these rotations and vibrations has its own Rydb
series, hence we have to consider a far larger numbe
states than for atoms. The rotational series are separate
the rotational energyErot , which is given in first order for
Hunds case b~intermediateS state! and case d~Rydberg
state! by

Erot5BN~N11!, ~4!

with B the rotational constant andN the rotational angular
momentum of the molecular core~note: we useN8 for the
A 2S1 state andN1 for the ionic state!. Throughout these
experiments, we excite Rydberg series attached to the low
rotational states of the zeroth vibration of NO. In a sta
electric field where every Rydberg level splits up inton
k-states, the system is more prone to accidental degene
of states of different rotation, leading to an enhanced c
pling of several rotational series. These arguments are
known from zero kinetic energy~ZEKE! spectroscopy.2 Se-
ries that couple to continuum states, either directly, or
lower rotational series, induce rotational autoionization.3–6

The Rydberg series in NO and their lifetimes and co
plings are quite well known.7–13 Also other decay channel
like predissociation are reported.7,8,14–16However, important
features of Rydberg electrons in a strong electric field h
received little attention.

B. Quantum calculation of the photoionization
spectra

We have based our simulations of the photoionizat
spectra of NO in a static field on the multichannel Sta
theory.17 This formulation uses the Wentzel–Kramers
Brillouin ~WKB! treatment of the Stark problem to describ
alkali atoms in static electric fields,18 in order to include the
possible exchange of energy and angular momentum
tween the Rydberg electron and the molecular ion core.
formalism is very similar in spirit to the treatment present
in Ref. 19, but also allows the calculation of the partial e
citation amplitudes into all of the channels, enabling us
distinguish between the photoionization and photodisso
tion channels in our calculation.

The treatment in Ref. 17 uses a separation of quan
numbers into those appropriate in zero-field and those ap
priate in an electric field. The reason for this separation
that when the Rydberg electron is near the ion~within 10–20
Bohr radii! the static field plays no role compared to th
electron–ion interaction. Within this small volume, comp

.
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cated molecular processes can occur~coupling between dif-
ferent rotational and vibrational channels and between R
berg channels and predissociation channels!, but these
processes are completely unaffected by the field. Thus, fi
free channel couplings~parameterized byK-matrices! and
dipole matrix elements can be used to describe the smr
behavior of the Rydberg electron. When the electron is
ther out than 10–20 Bohr radii from the ion, the potentia
nearly identical to that of a H atom in a static field. We
neglected any long-range interactions. In this outer reg
the electron moves in uncoupled channels in parabolic c
dinates. It is the connection between these two regions
gives the full wave function and allows us to obtain the f
multichannel wave function in the field.

Another, more practical, reason for the separation
quantum numbers is that the formulation distinguishes
tween the channels which have nonzero scattering and t
which have roughly zero scattering in zero field. Since
channels that do not have scattering~i.e., quantum defects
that are effectively zero! behave like H, we can account fo
them implicitly without the need for including them in ou
matrix manipulations. This substantially improves the e
ciency of the calculation, which is important because it
necessary to calculate the cross sections at 16 000 to 32
different energies for many different field strengths and i
tial states.

We will sketch the series of transformations that conn
the wave function across different regions of space wh
different physical processes dominate. Let the parametg
indicate all of the zero-field channels that have nonz
K-matrix elements~i.e., these are the channels for which t
Rydberg electron experiences non-Coulombic potential!. In
general,g describes five quantum numbers, and for this m
lecular situation,

g5$v,N1,MN ,l ,m%, ~5!

where v is the vibrational state of NO which is 0 for th
cases we investigated,N1,MN are the total andz-component
of all nuclear angular momenta, andl,m are the orbital an-
gular momentum and thez-component of the orbital angula
momentum for the Rydberg electron. Note there is no c
pling between states for whichMN1m5M tot changes.

The quantum numbers in the field have a form similar
those in zero field. We define the parameterN to be the
quantum numbers in parabolic coordinates,

N5$v,N1,MN ,n1 ,m%, ~6!

which are similar to theg quantum numbers but with th
angular momentum of the Rydberg electron replaced w
the quantum number in the electric field,n1 , which is the
number of nodes in the up-potential parabolic coordinate

The formulation of Ref. 17 is general in the sense tha
applies equally well to atoms or molecules in an elec
field. The field dependent transformation between spher
and parabolic coordinates and the field dependent phase
independent of the short-range interactions between
atomic or molecular ion and the Rydberg electron. The o
input into the Stark calculations that distinguishes betw
different ions are three kinds of body frame parameters:
d-
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zero-field threshold energies, the zero-fieldK-matrices in the
g quantum numbers, and the zero-field dipole matrix e
ments in theg quantum numbers. In Table I are the last tw
body frame parameters we used in the calculation. For sin
channels, theK-matrices are tan(pm) with the quantum de-
fects m taken from Ref. 8. Thel 50,L50 and l 52,L50
channels are coupled in the body frame; for these two ch
nels, theK-matrix is given asKss andKsd in the first row and
Kds and Kdd in the second row. To obtain the lab fram
parameters, we use the frame transformation applied to
lecular rotations.20,21

The frame transformation from the body frame to t
~zero-field! lab frame is not sufficient to obtain quantu
numbers in the formg of Eq. ~5!. The transformation gives
the channel couplings in terms of the quantum numb
$v,N1,l ,J,M %, whereJ is the total angular momentum an
M its z-component. We need to separate the total ang
momentumJ into the nuclear rotational angular momentu
and the angular momentum of the Rydberg electron. Thi
accomplished through one last recoupling that uncouples
N1 andl angular momenta. The unitary matrix that perform
this recoupling is simply a Clebsch–Gordon coefficient,

^JMuMN ,m&5^N1MNlmuN1lJM &. ~7!

After this sequence of recouplings, theK-matrices and dipole
matrix elements have the correct form.

There is one last important ingredient that still needs
be incorporated. This is the possibility that the electron c
be converted from its nearly free Rydberg character int
tightly bound electron in a predissociating orbital. Thus ea
time the electron returns to the region near the nucleus th
is an l dependent probability that it will be captured an
disappear in a predissociating channel. We include this ef
by extending the zero-fieldK-matrix so that each channel i
coupled to an open channel with a strength that reprodu
the zero-field predissociation rate. The electric field does
affect these extra channels so they are treated as compl
open in our formulation. This channel provides extra wid
to each resonance and causes a reduction of the photoio
tion cross section since the predissociation is another p
way for decay.

TABLE I. Body frame parameters for NO.l is the orbital angular momen-
tum of the Rydberg electron,L is the projection of the angular momentum
on the internuclear axis,K are theK-matrix elements, andD are the dipole
matrix elements. Thel 50, L50 and l 52, L50 channels are coupled in
the body frame and theK-matrix is given asKss andKsd in the first row and
Kds andKdd in the second row.

l L K K D

0 0 0.395 20.459 0.0
2 0 20.459 0.223 0.0
1 0 21.342 1.3
1 1 21.058 1.0
2 1 20.168 0.0
2 2 0.287 0.0
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C. Average behavior of the photoionization cross
section

To focus on the overall, average shape of the photoi
ization spectrum, including the dramatic effect of predis
ciation, we assume that the Stark spacing between Ryd
states of one manifold is not resolved. The basic idea is
by averaging over the Stark spacing almost all of the qu
tum standing wave behavior is lost. Therefore, the amoun
flux into the ionization channel or detachment channel can
found by investigating how much each partial wave scat
into each channel. This works because on average the pa
waves are equally populated over the energy range and
each scatter independently; for some Stark resonance s
the partial waves scatter constructively, but for other sta
they scatter destructively so that on average they behave
they scatter independently. The average photoioniza
cross sections, modified due to the competing mechanism
predissociation, can give accurate information about dis
ciation rates of Rydberg states.

We will treat the simplest situation in detail; the exte
sion to more complex situations is straightforward. The pr
ability for direct electron ejection down potential depends
the function

F lm~cosus!52pE
21

cosus
uYlmu2d cosu, ~8!

whereus is the maximum escape angle of the electron w
respect to the direction of the field~the21 direction!, l is the
angular momentum of the Rydberg electron, andm its pro-
jection on the field axis. We assume that the initial excitat
to the Rydberg state is mainly into one partial angular m
mentum wave,l 0 . The probability for the direct ejection o
the electron from the molecule is

h5F l 0m~cosus!. ~9!

The remaining fraction 12h is bound but can still ion-
ize by scattering of the molecular core. We define
branching ratio for ionization,Bion , as the probability for the
bound electron to elastically scatter into the open region
space,Si , divided by the sum of the probabilities to elas
cally scatter into the open regionSi and to scatter into dis
sociation,Sd ,

Bion5 (
l 5umu

Si~ l !Y (
l 5umu

@Si~ l !1Sd~ l !#. ~10!

We assume that the electric field thoroughly mixes
l’s so that all of them are equally likely. For thel partial
wave, the probability to scatter and leave the molecule is

Si~ l !54F lm~cosus!sin2~pm l !, ~11!

wherem l is the quantum defect, and the probability to d
sociate is

Sd~nl !52pG0~ l !52p~n2m l !
3Gdis~nl !, ~12!

where 2p(n2m l)
3 is the Rydberg period in atomic units an

Gdis(nl) is the zero-field dissociation rate of thenl state in
atomic units.
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Finally we defineDi to be the direct excitation ampli
tude into the electron excitation channel. The energy av
aged ionization cross section in terms of these paramete

s ion
F }uDi u2~h1@12h#Bion!. ~13!

We defineDd as the direct excitation amplitude into th
molecular dissociation channel and the energy averaged
sociation cross section is

sdis
F }uDdu21uDi u2~12h!~12Bion!. ~14!

There are two points to notice about these cross secti
The first is that the sum of the ionization and dissociat
cross sections in the field equals the sum of the two cr
sections in zero field. The second is that the ionization cr
section goes to zero in a smooth manner asE decreases to
22AF; the exact manner in which it decreases to zero
pends on how well the electron can elastically scatter do
potential compared to how well it can cause dissociation

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

For nitric oxide, then525 manifold of the Rydberg se
ries converging to the lowest rovibrational state has an
ergy around 74 546 cm21 above the ground state~lowest
ionization potential is 74 721.7 cm21,22! which we can, in
principle, reach with one photon of 134 nm. However, sin
we start at a finite temperature there is a rotational and
brational ground-state population distribution, which can
be excited by that wavelength. The result of excitation w
be a whole distribution of excited Rydberg levels on ma
rotational states close to the ionization potential. Con
quently, we employed the following 1118 photon excitation
scheme. First we excite from the ground state to an inter
diate A 2S1 state (v850) with a narrow-band ultraviole
~uv! pulse in the region 225–227 nm. The rotational stru
ture of theA 2S1 state is well known.23–25 The wavelength

FIG. 2. Schematic overview of the experimental setup. The output of
Nd:YAG-pumped dye laser 1 is mixed with the third harmonic of t
Nd:YAG laser in a BBO crystal. The resulting UV pulse~wavelength region
225–227 nm! excites the outer electron of NO from the ground state to
specific rotational level theA 2S1 intermediate state (v850). The output of
the Nd:YAG-pumped dye laser 2 is frequency doubled in a KDP crys
~wavelength region 320–330 nm! which excites the electron to Rydber
states. The interaction region of the NO beam and the laser pulses
between two plates with a homogeneous static electric field. The total e
tron yield is detected by an electron detector and oscilloscope. Sim
neously the laser intensity is monitored by a photodiode.
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of the first laser pulse is set to populate a specific rotation
the zeroth vibration of the molecular core. From there on
excite with another narrow-band pulse in the region 320–
nm toward the Rydberg states. In this way we populate
dberg states from only one initial rotation and vibration.

The experiments were performed with the setup sc
matically depicted in Fig. 2. A supersonic jet expansion
pure nitric oxide gas was used from a pulsed valve wit
backing pressure of one atmosphere into the vacuum ch
ber with a typical background pressure of 1026

21025 mbar. The pulsed valve is placed 4 cm from the
teraction region, where the two UV pulses with a delay o
ns excite the molecules from their ground state to the R
berg series. For the excitation step from the NO2P ground
state toward theA 2S1 intermediate state (v850), the out-
put of a 10 Hz Nd:YAG laser pumped dye~1! laser~tunable
in the range 615–630 nm! was mixed in a BBO crystal with
the Nd:YAG’s third harmonic~355 nm!. The resulting UV
pulse ~duration 7 ns, bandwidth 0.5 cm21!, is tunable over
the range 225–227 nm and separated in a set of four pris
The pulses have a typical energy of 50mJ.

The output of a second Nd:YAG pumped dye~2! laser in
the range 640–660 nm, is frequency-doubled in a KDP cr
tal resulting in a UV pulse with a bandwidth of 0.3 cm21 and
tunable in the range 320–330 nm. This second UV puls
used for the excitation from theA 2S1 intermediate state to
the Rydberg series converging toward the NO1 1S1 ionic
ground state. The typical energy of the pulse is 150mJ. The
field direction between the two metal plates in Fig. 2 is ch
sen such that the electrons are accelerated toward a m
spheroid plate below and the total photoionization yield
detected as a function of excitation frequency. Simu
neously the laser intensity is monitored with a photodiod

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Before employing the 1118 excitation scheme we use
111 resonantly enhanced multiphoton ionization~REMPI!.
The purpose of the measurement is to select appropriate
tational states for excitation to the Rydberg series and
check the influence of the static electric field on the posit
of the intermediate state. The rotational spectrum of
A 2S1 intermediate state is well known23,24 and we will not
go into detail about this experiment. Resonant two-pho
ionization via theA 2S1 intermediate state (v850) is de-
tected by focusing a UV pulse in a wavelength range
223–230 nm and monitoring the total electron yield as
function of excitation frequency.

The selection of pure rotational statesN8 from this spec-
trum is complicated by the presence of bandheads,
higher rotational quanta overlap with lower ones and furth
more theP, Q, andR ~corresponding toDJ521,0,1 respec-
tively! branches overlap. In fact, the only rotational seque
that we found usable is theP12 series on the very end of th
low-energy side of the spectrum. This series does not h
any overlap with other branches. It does show a bandh
structure but the relative population of higher rotation
quanta compared to lower ones is minor at a low tempe
ture. We estimate the temperature of the NO gas jet by fit
a Boltzmann distribution multiplied by the Ho¨hn–London
f
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factors for aS-P transition to the 111 REMPI spectrum.
The temperature is about 130 K for all our experiments.
this temperature the selectedP12(3/2) toP12(9/2) ~where 3/2
and 9/2 is the total ground-state angular momentumJ!, cor-
responding to rotational angular momenta ofN850, 1, 2,
and 3, respectively, have overlap at the estimated 130 K w
higher angular momenta with a maximum of 0.5%.

The 111 REMPI spectrum was measured at vario
field strengths. In the range 0–2000 V/cm, no broadening
the lines was observed, only a slight shift on the order of
experimental bandwidth. This is not surprising in view of t
small dipole moment of this state.

From now on the first UV pulse is set to excite on
specific rotational state with decreased fluence. In this w
we create some population in the intermediate state and
press direct 111 photoionization. The polarization of th
laser is perpendicular to the electric field. In Fig. 3~a! a sec-
ond UV pulse with a bandwidth of 0.3 cm21 excites the outer
electron of the NO molecule from theA 2S1 intermediate
state (N850,v850; at 44 200.3 cm21! to Rydberg states
converging to the NO1 1S1 ionic ground state. The solid
lines show the photoelectron yield monitored as a function
excitation frequency in a static electric field of 1000 V/cm
The polarization of the excitation laser was either perp
dicular or parallel with respect to the electric field. On t
lower energy side there is no electron yield. Once the ex
tation energy is sufficient to excite Rydberg states above
saddlepoint of the potential, peaks start to appear in the
ization yield at a threshold of about 74 530 cm21 both for
parallel and perpendicular excitation. Note that the photoi
ization spectrum of the NO molecule is, surprisingly,
more complex than the spectrum of a regular alkali ato1

Using this field strength and bandwidth of the excitation
ser we are able to resolve the individual Stark states.
picted above the spectra in Fig. 3~a! are the positions of the
middle k-states of hydrogen of then525 andn526 mani-
folds upon perpendicular excitation.

There is a distinctive difference in width of the Sta
peaks depending on the polarization of the excitation la
The width of the peaks at parallel excitation is around
cm21, corresponding to a lifetime of these states of about
ps. Perpendicular excitation, however, leads to longer l
times of the states and the width of these peaks is as na
as 0.3 cm21. Since that is the bandwidth of the excitatio
laser, we can, from the experiment, only estimate a minim
lifetime of 50 ps for these states. The dependence of
lifetimes with the polarization may be understood in terms
the geometry of this system. There is both a direct and
indirect path for photoionization and it is the indirect pa
that gives the Stark resonances. An outgoing electron th
not ejected in the direction of the saddlepoint bounces off
wall of the potential and returns to the ionic core. Howev
after one radial oscillation the angular momentum h
evolved toward higherl up to l 5n21. Higher angular mo-
menta do not penetrate the ionic core and subsequently
not scatter. Only after a full angular momentum oscillati
the electron can scatter from the nonhydrogenic core into
direction of the saddlepoint resulting in autoionization. T
broad peaks in the photoionization spectrum upon excita
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FIG. 3. ~a! The total photoionization yield as a function of term energy v
the A 2S1 intermediate state with rotationN850. The laser polarization is
either perpendicular or parallel with respect to the electric field of 10
V/cm. The solid lines are the experimental data, the dotted lines are
calculated curves. The spectra are well reproduced by MQDT theory
scribed in Sec. II B. Predissociation is included in the calculations w
predissociation rates taken from Ref. 18. For comparison, the positio
somek-states of the hydrogenicn525 andn526 manifolds upon perpen-
dicular excitation are depicted.~b! Three calculations without~dotted line!
and with predissociation~dashed line with rates taken from Ref. 8, dashe
dotted line five times faster! are compared to the experimental data~solid
line! to illustrate the importance of including predissociation. All traces ha
perpendicular excitation.~c! Three calculations based on Eq.~13! without
~dotted line! and with predissociation~dashed line with rates taken from
Ref. 8, dashed-dotted line five times faster! are compared to the experimen
tal data convoluted with a Gaussian of 3 cm21 ~solid line!. All traces have
perpendicular excitation.
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with parallel polarization indicate a single angular oscillati
of the electron before autoionization, whereas perpendic
excitation leads to several recurrences of the electron be
escaping.

An important observation in Fig. 3~a! is that the ioniza-
tion peaks do not appear in a stepfunction-like manner
slowly increase in intensity. The number of peaks per u
energy increases with excitation energy converging on
high-energy side to a constant yield~the ionization potential
in zero-field is at 74 721.7 cm21; Ref. 22!. Calculation of the
Rydberg series in an electric field by using the parameter
Table I and a convolution with a Gaussian having a width
0.3 cm21 well simulates the observed photoionization spec

TABLE II. Decay rates for staten: G0( l )/n3; taken from Ref. 8.

G0(s)5500 cm21 G0( f )543 cm21

G0(p)51610 cm21 Geff(l.3)54 cm21

G0(d)51000 cm21
ar
re

ut
it
e

of
f
a

far above~.40 cm21! the saddlepoint. Close to the saddl
point, however, the calculation is only accurate concern
the position and width of the peaks. The discrepancy in
tensity is diminished by including predissociation into t
calculations. The dotted lines in Fig. 3~a! are calculations
including the predissociation rates shown in Table II~taken
from Ref. 8!. In this energy region the rates are typical
109– 1010s21.

To appreciate the effect of predissociation on the cal
lations of the photoionization yield in Fig. 3~b!, three calcu-
lations are depicted, one without and two with different p
dissociation rates. All calculated traces are convoluted wi
Gaussian having a width of 0.3 cm21. There is a dramatic
decrease in intensity of the photoionization yield close to
saddlepoint upon including predissociation. Some pe
have completely vanished, making the photoionizat
threshold appear higher in energy. Furthermore,
stepfunction-like behavior of the photoelectron yield
threshold is lost and intensity only slowly increases w
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higher excitation energy. Note that the agreement with
experimental results would improve even more by assum
a higher predissociation rate. The dash-dotted line in F
3~b! includes a five times faster predissociation rate than s
gested in Ref. 8 and is virtually indistinguishable from t
experimental data.

That predissociation only decreases intensity in the
gion of about 40 cm21 above the saddlepoint lies in the fa
that the escape angle of the Rydberg electron far above
saddlepoint is large and the electron autoionizes on subp
second time scales. Closer to the saddlepoint energy, h
ever, the exit created by the electric field becomes nar
and the lifetime, hence the number of oscillations of the R
dberg electron, increases. After each angular oscillation
electron recurs to the core with low angular momentuml and
can couple to the predissociation channel. At the saddlep
energy the predissociation is even dominant and the ph
ionization yield is completely quenched. Naturally the p
pendicular excited states experience a larger influence of
dissociation because of the longer lifetimes. It is useful
compare Eq.~13! derived in the theory section with the de
tected cross section convoluted with a Gaussian of 3 cm21

width @Fig. 3~c!#. The resolved Stark states are smoothed
and we can concentrate on the overall intensity behavior
we already saw in Fig. 3~b!, predissociation needs to be in
cluded and predissociation rates taken from Ref. 8 do no
the experimental data very well. Five time faster rates
needed for a good fit. We have no explanation for the d
crepancy except that the rates are extrapolated from hi
n(70– 120) and lower fields~,1 V/cm!.

Including predissociation in interpreting photoionizatio
yield spectra of molecules in a static electric field is imp
tant to determine the saddlepoint energy. If one determ
the saddlepoint energy by fitting the experimental spe
with a smoothed stepfunction, disregarding predissociat
one obtains a threshold that is too high in energy or, equ
lently, thea from Eq. ~2! would be too low. The photoion
ization yield measurements of nitric oxide in an electric fie
reported in Refs. 3 and 26 exhibit an apparent threshold
was higher in energy then expected. Instead of the theore
a56.12 cm21, Ref. 3 reported 5.6 cm21 and Ref. 26 even
3.69 cm21! In Fig. 4 the photoionization yield spectra as
function of term energy are shown for various applied fie
strengths. The excitation is via theN850 intermediate rota-
tional state with polarization parallel to the electric fiel
Also shown is the saddlepoint energy as a function of e
tric field strength according to Eq.~2! with a56.12 cm21 ~a!
and a55.6 cm21 ~b! taken from Ref. 3. By resolving the
structure of Stark states and including predissociation in
calculation we finda56.12 cm21. By artificially cutting the
high-frequency parts of the spectrum and fitting with
smoothed stepfunction like Refs. 3 and 26, we naturally
tain, when taking the midpoint of the rise, a lowera @in our
casea55.7(1) cm21].

In earlier studies on molecules in an electric field5,27–30

Stark structure has been resolved. A saddlepoint, howeve
not observed due to rotational or vibrational autoionizat
and we cannot compare the influence of predissociation
other molecules.
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We now focus on the rotational dependence of
photoionization spectrum. As in Fig. 3~a!, Fig. 5~a! shows
the photoionization yield monitored as a function of exci
tion frequency of NO in an electric field of 1000 V/cm. Th
lowest trace in Fig. 5~a! is taken with excitation via the
A 2S1 intermediate rotational stateN850 ~at 44 200.3
cm21!. Three more traces are shown taken with excitat
via the rotational statesN851, 2, and 3 ~at 44 204.3,
44 212.2, and 44 224.1 cm21, respectively!. For all traces, the
laser polarization is perpendicular to the electric field. Sta
ing from higher rotational states, the threshold is higher
energy. The theoretical saddlepoint energies are depi
with the dotted line. The increase of threshold energy co
sponds to the increase of rotational energyErot @Eq. ~4!# with
a rotational constantB51.9842 cm21.13 The only open chan-
nel for excitation lower than the saddlepoint energy via
tational statesN8.0 is excitation of a bound Rydberg sta
that decays by rotational autoionization into a lowerN8 Ry-
dberg series. The near absence of signal below the sad
point energies shows that the rotational autoionization
very weak; note that the competing predissociation chan
sets an upper limit to the time during which rotational au
ionization can take place.

Another argument for weak rotational coupling is show
in Fig. 5~b!. Identical spectra are depicted as in Fig. 5~a! but
now as a function of relative binding energy, i.e., ener
compared to the ionization energy in zero-field of the

FIG. 4. The photoionization yield fromN850 as a function of term energy
in electric fields of 1000, 500, 250, and 50 V/cm. The polarization of
excitation laser is parallel to the electric field. All structures seen are
noise but resolved Stark states. Plotted also is the position of the thresho
those fields witha56.12 anda55.6 as suggested by Ref. 3.
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FIG. 5. ~a! The total photoionization yield as a function of term energy. T
four spectra are detected via theA 2S1 intermediate state with rotation
N850, 1, 2, and 3. The laser polarization is perpendicular with respect to
electric field of 1000 V/cm. For each higher rotation the apparent thres
is higher in excitation energy. The dotted line is the expected ioniza
threshold.~b! The solid lines are the same traces as for Fig. 5~a! but now as
a function of relative binding energy, i.e., the term energy minus the ion
tion potential energy of the intermediate rotational states. The four spe
are detected with perpendicular excitation via theA 2S1 intermediate state
with rotationsN850, 1, 2, and 3. Only a small energy range is shown
illustrate the similarity between the Rydberg series converging to the v
ous rotational limits. The dotted lines are the calculated spectra.
lected intermediate rotational state. Only a small ene
range is shown to illustrate the similarities between
Rydberg series converging to various rotational limits. T
spectra are detected with perpendicular excitation via
A 2S1 rotational statesN850, 1, 2, and 3~ionization energy
E(IP)574 721.7, 74 725.7, 74 733.6, and 74 745.5 cm21, re-
spectively!. In this energy range the separate Stark state
overlappingn-manifolds can be distinguished. Comparis
of the four traces reveals that the photoionization yield
very similar, independent of rotation. Only the intensity
the separate peaks differs somewhat. This suggests tha
excitation occurs predominantly via theQ-branch (N82N1

50, as in Ref. 26! and only a weak rotational couplin
changes the intensities of the peaks. In the case of n
oxide, the dynamics of a complicated molecular ion and
Rydberg electron in a static electric field is considerably s
pler than might be expected.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the photoionization of Rydbe
electrons of the nitric oxide molecule. In a 111 REMPI
experiment we selected rotational states of theA 2S1 inter-
mediate state (v850) and monitored the dependence of
static electric field. Then the frequency of the first UV pul
was set to populate a specific rotational state and a sec
UV pulse was applied to excite to the Rydberg states. T
excitation was done with polarization parallel or perpendic
lar to the electric field. The photoionization yield was mon
tored for autoionizing Rydberg states for NO in various ele
tric fields and via different rotational states. The Sta
structure in the spectra is fully understood and accur
simulations are achieved by quantum calculations based
MQDT. We observe that lifetimes of the Stark states a
different upon different excitation polarization: parallel exc
tation leads to lifetimes of about 15 ps whereas perpendic
excitation leads to much longer lifetimes. An important o
servation is that predissociation quenches the photoion
tion yield close to the saddlepoint, which can lead to mis
terpretation of photoionization threshold energy. A formu
@Eq. ~13!# for the average behavior of the photoionizatio
cross section, including the effect of predissociation, giv
insight into how the ionization signal is suppressed n
threshold. The first peak on the low-energy side of the N
photoionization spectrum is therefore the onset of the S
structure rather than the threshold of autoionization.

The photoionization spectra via various rotational sta
are compared and we observe that excitation occurs pred
nantly via theQ-branch. There is only weak rotational cou
pling leading to a lack of rotational autoionization and ve
similar photoionization spectra for the different rotation
states of the core. In fact the spectra are very reminiscen
an alkali atom.
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